
Monday 25th May- We hope this finds you all well and that you will find these suggestions helpful. Please feel free to adapt or extend them as you see fit.

Literacy: Handwriting –Try writing a line of each cursive letter patterns on lined paper.
Remember to use a finger space between each pair of letters (ur, uw and uy) and to 
take your time.

Reading – In the Arctic you might see an Arctic fox or Arctic shrew. Choose one of the e-books to find out more about these 
animals and the Arctic. Remember, there is a read out loud option if you get stuck on any of the words.
Medium Arctic fox e-book- https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=daypolar_fox_f11
Hot Arctic Shrew e-book - https://readon.myon.co.uk/reader/index.html?a=iaa_ashre_s15

Spelling –(Soft g song) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TjxgMwNabo
See second slide for words to read and write.

Maths: Warm up (Recommended 10 mins) 'Run out of numbers' game for 2+ 
players. Need: dice, paper, pencil Aim: To count backwards (take away strategy)
Start: Choose an appropriate starting number and each player writes that number at the top 
of their piece of paper (Medium - start at number 20, Hot- start at number between 30-
50, Spicy-start at number between 60- 100). Note- If the children find counting backwards 
difficult then see the help slide attached before playing.
Instructions: Players take turns to roll the dice and count backwards from their starter 
number by the number on the dice e.g. Your starter number is 20 and you roll a 6. You count 
backwards to take away 6- '20, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 14. Continue to take turns to roll and count 
backwards until you have run out of numbers. The first player to run out of numbers wins! 
Repeat the game to see if the same person wins again.

Across the curriculum: Topic, Cold lands- Watch these short clips to find out more about the Arctic Fox.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7mxTEskjQg Arctic Fox Welcome
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSflRbBMu_MArctic Fox in Spring
Follow up idea- Fold a piece of paper in half to make a poster. Can you draw a pictures that show what
an Arctic Fox looks like in Spring on one side and a picture of an Arctic fox in Winter on the other side.
You could add some interesting facts about the fox or ask an adult to scribe them for you.

Success criteria:
* count backwards by the 
number shown on the dice. 
*apply maths skills 
to Sumdog training.

Learning intentions:
I am learning about the life 
of an Arctic Fox.

Learning intentions: I 
am learning to read 
unfamiliar words in a non-
fiction book. I can read and 
spell soft g words.

Success criteria:
* Read and spell soft c words 
correctly. *Form my letter 

patterns correctly.

Learning intentions: I am 
learning to count backwards. * 
I am learning to add and take 
away * I can 
earn Sumdog coins.

Success criteria:*make an 
Arctic fox poster with a 
a picture of one in the 
different seasons.

Follow up activity:
Complete page 1 and 2 in your
Heinemann 4 workbook. You can 
use counters (or alternative) if 
you need help and/or carry on 
your Sumdog training.



Helpful tips for counting backwards as a strategy for take away.

Strategy two- When the children are ready to move on from taking away with concerete material then a number line can be a 
great visual tool to help them subtract (and add). It helps them track the numbers when counting backwards (and forwards).

To solve the sum 20 – 4 = take the first number in the sum and put your finger or mark this point (20) on the number line. Then
take away the second number by counting the number or drawing the number of jumps backwards, in this case 4. The last jump 
will take you to the answer, which is 16.

Strategy three- Counting back using fingers or nods. When the children are confident using number lines, they are ready to 
learn a counting back technique demonstrated in this short clip by Mrs Bowes. https://vimeo.com/422159504/b94ba16933

Strategy one- Some children find it hard to visulise the numbers in their heads so at school we would give them counters or an 
alternative to use. We call this concrete material.
For example, 20-4 would look like this:

First, lay out 20 counters.
Then, move 4 away (take 
away).

Count how 
many are 
left. This is 
the answer.



Key words Key Sentences
Can you read these sentences to an adult? We have 
underlined the soft g words and highlighted the 
digraph, blends and magic e words to help.

Revise 
Tricky 
words-

people
again
four

Sue cut my fringe very 
short and I did not like it.

Write a great story for Paul 
the elf and read a page to 
him.

Soft g spelling rule-
when ge come together, 

the 'g' sound can become a 
'j' sound and the e is silent.

Adult's words 
to model spelling

Children's words
to try spelling

cage

edge

dredge
hedge

Madge

ledge

sledge

badge


